
On the Learning Mechanisms in Physical Reasoning 

There are two reasoning processes  
      in solving physical puzzles

     Physical intuition at a glance without much thinking. 

    
Unfolding of states under the assumed physical dynamics 

Solving complex physical tasks such as PHYRE 

Experimental Design
Exp1: LfD vs LfI 

  
Challenge the previous thought 

                          Definition 
• Learning from Intuition (LfI) 

 
• Learning from Dynamics (LfD) 

In the third experiment, we train the LfD pipeline using two optimization 
schedules, parallel and serial. The results show that independent of the 
optimization schedule used, LfD using approximate dynamics falls far 
behind LfD using ground-truth dynamics and performs equally or even 
worse than LfI, indicating that approximate dynamics do little help for the 
task-solution model in making better judgments.
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A simple binary-classification Vision Transformer, which represents LfI, reaches or 
outperforms SOTA dynamic-based RPIN, which represents LfD. 

Exp2: LfD under GD 

Do ground-truth dynamics help make better decisions than intuition? 

The second experiment serves as a diagnostic test for the efficacy of 
dynamics. We assume an ideal dynamics prediction model that accurately 
predicts the future. Specifically, we supply the model with ground-truth 
dynamics. The performance is significantly boosted with four or more input 
frames. Therefore, we conclude that accurate dynamics do help problem-solve 
in physical reasoning. 

Exp3: LfD under AD 

How do approximate dynamics perform? 

Exp4: More on LfI 

     How does LfI perform? 

In the fourth experiment, we consider testing additional visual 
classification models to verify the effectiveness of LfI. The results show 
that LfI models are competitive with the SOTA LfD model and even 
outperform SOTA in unseen tasks. Besides the promising performance, LfI 
models also demonstrate merits: it is design-efficient, requires no extra 
task-specific prior knowledge, and can be easily pre-trained. Thus, we 
view LfI as a simpler and more effective paradigm for physical reasoning. 
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